Let’s build the future of IT – together

Introducing the Industry Based Learning Program from the Faculty of IT

it.monash.edu
Your chance to cultivate and recruit IT leaders of tomorrow

The Faculty of IT’s Industry Based Learning (IBL) program connects high-performing, industry-vetted IT students with leading Australian and global industry partners.

As a program partner, your organisation will get access to the energy and fresh perspectives our top IT students bring to a 23-week placement.

By becoming one of our industry partners, you’ll join us in building a new generation of confident and competent IT professionals – and invest in your own organisation’s future.

About our IBL students

The IBL program offers high-performing students the perfect opportunity to experience how teams of IT professionals work – and bring immediate value to the industry.

It’s also a great way for the academic world and industry to work together to ensure university courses continue to meet changing industry needs.

To qualify for the program, students need to be excelling academically and must pass a series of interviews conducted by our industry partners.

Eligible students come from the following undergraduate degrees:

- Computer Science
- Information Technology (with majors in Business Information Systems, Computer Networks and Security, Games Development, Interactive Multimedia, and Software Development)
- Software Engineering
- Double degrees of any of the above with, for instance, Commerce, Business and Science degrees
Why become our industry partner?

EXCLUSIVE TALENT PIPELINE

You’ll get access to a cost-effective talent acquisition channel. We hold an exclusive recruitment day for industry partners and final-year IBL students every year – so you can meet and greet students who may be suitable for your organisation.

FRESH IDEAS AND PERSPECTIVES

As our industry partner, you’ll get bright, enthusiastic students who are ready to bring fresh energy, ideas and new perspectives to your team.

INDUSTRY INFLUENCE & IMPACT

You’ll get to play an important role in shaping our curriculum by participating in the Cooperative Education Program steering committee. You can also present guest lectures and seminars or engage in student mentoring programs.

RESEARCH COLLABORATION

You’ll get to be involved in collaborative research projects with our academics. In addition, you’ll have direct access to our internationally renowned researchers and latest teaching resources.

POSITIVE PR

You can participate in our career development, recruitment and other Monash marketing events.

INTER-PARTNER NETWORKING

You’ll get to network with our other industry partners. Many of our partners find that this program works as a useful forum to share ideas, resources and contacts.

Your commitment as an industry partner

FINANCIAL CONTRIBUTION

Partners donate $21,500+GST to Monash as an education grant and students are paid a scholarship by the university during their placement. There is no payroll, work cover or insurance implications for the partnering organisation. IBL students are fully insured through Monash University.

INTERESTING WORK

Provide an interesting and challenging environment and learning experience for students placed with you for the duration of the placement.

SUPERVISION

Assign a supervisor for each IBL student you host. This can be a great mentoring opportunity for your current and future leaders. Supervisors work closely with the students and play a significant part in their assessment.

IDEAS & VIEWS

Through participation in our Cooperative Education Program steering committee, you’ll help shape the direction of the program and a range of IBL activities.

Our experience with the Monash IBL program has been invaluable. It is a great learning platform for talented technology students to build their theoretical and practical skills in both the classroom and the real-world corporate environment.

Kevin Nevrous, Partner

Deloitte.

I’m constantly impressed by the maturity, dedication and technical capacity of the young Monash IT professionals coming to Readify through the IBL program. We recognise talented individuals and have hired IBL students straight into developer roles. They are now making significant contributions to my team and forging successful careers within the company.

Robert McCann, General Manager

Readify
Our recent IBL partners

- Alex
- ARClECTA
- Australia Post
- carsales.com ltd
- coles group
- CYARA
- Deloitte
- EY
- GT Gallagher
- info-centric
- Jetstar
- KPMG
- MECCA
- Monash University eSolutions
- Planet Innovation
- Origin
- reece
- Transurban
- sitepoint
- XY Sense
- WSP
Ready to partner with us?

To learn more about our IBL program, please contact:

Assoc. Prof. Michael Wybrow
Director of Work Integrated Learning
Faculty of Information Technology
Monash University

+61 3 9905 2479
michael.wybrow@monash.edu